By replacing the change in velocity Av by the low-frequency Fourier transform F,{0)of the electron acceleration a{t), Handel 
I. INTRODUCTION
According to Handel' The spectra Sz(f)=dE/df, S"'(f)=dnldf, and S"'(f)=dr ldf have no further meaning than that given by the definitions. Those who object to the symbol S may replace it by any symbol of their liking. UsuaHy lF, (j to) l = F, (0) for all frequencies of interest.
So far, we are on firm ground. We now try to connect S"'( f ) and (or) S"'( f ) to the current noise spectrum Sz(f).
To that end, we introduce the Hooge parameter aH, is the low-frequency value of F,(jco) and F,(jco)/F, (0) is the complex "form factor" of the pulse. It is carried along to make Jp" lF, (jco) l df converge at the upper limit; for most frequencies of practical interest, the form factor is unity and can be omitted.
We now evaluate the total energy E in the radiation 
IV. CONCLUSIONS (t) [ev (t}/d] We conclude the following.
(1) Handel's expressions for the Hooge-parameter (aH ) 
St(f)=2e AS"'(f)=aH eI as had to be proved.
On the other hand, 2e /~, represents the shot noise for the case in which there is, on the average, one electron in the system; however, the combination (13a) makes no physical sense.
We shall see that (13) has physical meaning, but that (13a) has not.
Due to the random emission of photons by the electron, the pulse I(t) =eu (t)/d has 1/f noise superimposed on it (Fig. 1) . The ensemble average at the instant t, I(t)=eu (t)/d gives shot noise St(f)=2e A, , whereas the 1/f noise, described by S"'(f), modulates it. Therefore, Sl(f) =2e S"'( f), and, hence, where the current is carried by charge conglomerates and F, (0) 
